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ME THOD AND ST FOR SCANNING T G

This application claims benefit of 1U S Provisional Application Ser. No 7 .272. filed

o ,Vfarch 27. 2006

5

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present im ention re late to determining a physical property of a tube that s g

i ser into or extracted from a oil well and ore specifically to processing information from a

tubing scanner using an adapih e or tunable filter implemented \ ia ital signal processing

IO

BACKGROUND

After drilling a hole through a subsurface formation and determining that the formation

yield an economically sufficient amount of oil or gas. a crew completes the well During

driUmg, completion and production maintenance, personnel routmeh insert and/or extract

5 deuces such as tubi tubes, pi rods. hollow c linders, casing, conduit, collars, and duct into

the well. For example, a sen ice crew may e a -workover or sen ice πg to extract a suing of

iubmg and sucker rods from a ll that has; been producing petroleum. The cr may tnspect h

extracted tubing and evaluate whether one or more sections of that tubing should be replaced due

physical wear, thinning of the tubing wall chemical attack, pitting, or another defect. The crew

20 typically replaces sections that exhibit an unacceptable level of ar mid notes other c io thai

are b inn n to show wear and may need replacement at a subsequent sen ice call.

A an alternative to manually inspecting tubing, the service crew may deploy n

instrument evaluate the tubing as the tubing i extracted from the ll and-'or inserted into the

well The instrument typically remains stationary at the wellhead, and the workoter rig moves the

5 tubing through the instrument's measurement ne.

The instrument ts pical measures pitting and wall thickness and can identify cracks i the

tubtng wall Radiation, field strength (electrical electromagnetic or magnetic , somc/uHrasomc

pulses, and/or pressure dilϊ ereπtial may interrogate the tubing to evaluate these wear parameters.

The instrument typically produces a raw analog signal and outputs a sampled or digital version of

3 chat analog signal.

in other o ds the instrument picalh stimulates a section of the tubing using a field,

radia ion or pressure and detects the tubing ' s interaction w*lh or response to the stimulus. An

element, such as a transducer, converts the response into an analog electrical signal. For example,

i instrument may create a magnetic field into which the tubing is disposed, and h transducer

1
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may d c changes or perturbations in the ld resulting from the presence of fi tubing d any

o l e o f that tubing.

h analog electrical Signal output by the transducer can have a arbitrary or essentiaik

unlimited number of stales or measurement possibilities. That s, rather than having two discrete

5 or binary levels typical transducers produce i l ha can as u of numerous levels or

values. As the tubing passes through the measurement field of the instrument, the analog

transducer signal varies n response to variations and anomalies in the nail of the mo ing tubing.

The transducer a d its associated electronics may ha\e a dampened or l gi g response

that tends to reduce the responsiveness of the signal to tubing all variations and-or noise. In

H other o r s the instrument may acquire and process analog signals in a manner that ead s or

stabih/.es those analog signals. n typical conventional instruments, the analog processing

remains fixed. That is. any damping or filtering of those signals is general!} constant a d

intlexible

The instrument also typically comprises a system, such as an analog-to-dsgnal converter

15 C\ADC "X that converts the analog transducer signal into one or more digital signals suited for

reception and display by a computer Tn conventional instruments, those digital signals typically

provide a "snapshot" of the transducer signal. Thus, the ADC typically outputs a number, or set

of a numbers, that represents or describes the analog transducer signal at a certain instant or

moment in time. Since the analog transducer stgnal describes the section of tubing that is i the

20 instrument ' s measurement /one, the digital signal is effectively sample or snapshot of a

pararoeter-of-interest of that tubing section

T anaiog-to-dsgital conversion typically occurs on a fixed-time basis, for e ple o e

eight or siλteen times per second That is, conventional instalments usualh acquire measurement

samples at a predetermined rate or on a fixed time interval. Meanwhile, the speed of the tubing

5 passing through the measurement n often fluctuates or changes erratically Thai is. the

operator nd rig may change the extraction speed in an unrepeatable fashion or a manner that i

not kno n m advance, u prio or before the speed-change e ent .

Thus the instrument may output a series of samples or digital snapshots with each sample

separated by a tubing length that is not readily determined using conventional technology The

3 separation between samples might be a millimeter, a centimeter, or a meter of tubing length, tor

example. The distance between samples may ary , fluctuate, or change erraticaSK as the operator

changes the tubing speed. Moreo\ er. the sample data ma\ blur or become smeared when the

tubing is moving rapidly Consequen tly fixing the time interval between each snapshot and
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allowing the tubing sp d to vary between snapshots, occurs most conventional instruments.

c produce data that is difficult to interpret or that fails to adequate!} characters tubing.

Another hortco n of conventional instruments s that they generally p o ide an

insufficient or limited level of processing of the digital samples When t e tubing is moving

5 slowK through the instrument's measurement /one or i stationary, an p ra or may incorrectly

interpret variation in the digital samples as a wall defect: howev r the variation may actually

result from signal noise. In other words, at slow tubin speed signal spikes due to noise or a

do event can he mistaken fora defective tubing condition.

Mean hile when the tubing s moving quickly through the measurement >ne, the tubing

i motion may blur or smooth signal sptkes that are aciualK due to tubing defects thereby hiding

those defects from operator observation. That with conventional instruments, high-speed

tubing motion may mask or obscure kώ g all defects. This phenomenon can likened to the

image blurring that can occur when a person takes a photograph of a fast moving ear

To address these representam e deficiencies in the art. what is needed is an improved

5 capability for lu tin tubing, for example in petroleum application wherein the tubing is

being placed into or dr from an oil well. A further d exists for processing digital s als

samples, or snapshots of a physical parameter of the tubing A further need exists for an

instrument that can apply a flexible level of processing, filtering, or averaging to a signal from an

instrument that ts scanning or evaluating the tubing. Yet another need exists for processing

20 instrumentation gnals in a manner that smoothes noise while preserv ing s g al structure

indicative of \alid tubing defects SuI! another need exists for converting analog instrumentation

or transducer signals mto digital signals white accounting or compensating for changes in tubing

speed. A eapabiim addressing one or more of these needs would provide more accurate, precise,

repeatable. efficient, or profitable tubing evaluations.

5

SUlViIVIARY O F THE INVENTION

The present invention supports exaiuatmg an Hem. such as a piece of tuhmg or a rod. in

connection with placing the item into an oil well or retτκ.π ing the item from the oil well

Evaluating the item can comprise sensing, scanning, monitoring, inspecting, assessing, or

3 detecting a parameter, characteristic, or propertv of the item,

in one aspect of the present indention, an instrument, sc n er or sensor can monitor

tubing, tubes, pipes rods hollow c\ linders, casing, condusl. collars, or duct near a wellhead of the

oil well The instrument can comprise a wall-thickness, rod- ear collar locating, crack, imaging,

or pitting sensor, for example. As a field service crew extracts tubing from the oil well or inserts
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the tubing into she ell h instrument can a u the tubing for defects, integrity, ear fitness

for continued sen-ice, or anomalous conditions. The instrument can provide tiihing info πnation in

a digital format for example as digital data, one or more numbers, samples or snapshots;- The

instrument can digitally process acquired data to improve the data ' s fidelity, quality, or

5 usefulness. Subjecting the tubing data to digital signal processing ( DSP" ) can promote data

interpretation, for example to help a person or a machine better evaluate whether the tubing is

acceptable for installation in the o »ϊ well. Processing tubing data can comprise applying a flexible

e el of filtering, smoothing, or averaging to the data, \ vherein the level changes based o

criterion or according to a rule. The level can vary i response to a change in tubing speed, noise

IO in the r data, or some other parameter. For example the instrument can suppress or attenuate

signal variations associated with or attributable to noise, random e ents, or conditions that

typically ha\e little or no direct correlation to valid tubing defects. Meanwhile, the instrument

can process signals in a manner that preserves signal structures spikes, or amplitude changes that

are indicative of actual tubing defects.

15 The discussion of processing tubing data presented in this summary is for illustrative

purposes only. Various aspects of the present invention may be more clearly understood and

appreciated from a review of the following detailed description of the disclosed embodiments and

by reference to the drawings and any claims that may follow. Moreover, other aspects, systems,

methods, features, advantages, and objects of the present invention will become apparent to one

20 i h skill in the art upon examination of the following drawings and detailed description. It is

intended that all such aspects systems, methods, features, advantages and objects are to be

inc e within this description, are to be within the scope of the present invention, and are to be

protected by any accompanying claims.

25 BRiEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is an illustration of an exemplar) system for servicing an oil well that scans

tubtng the tubing ss extracted from or inserted into the well m accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary system for scanning tubing that is

3 being inserted into or extracted from an oil well m accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

Figures 3A and 3B. collectively Figure 3 are a flowchart of an exemplary process lor

obtaining information about tubing that is being inserted into or extracted from an oil well in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
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figure 4 is a fkm chart of an exemplars process for filtering data that characterizes tubing

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

Figures 5A and 5B, colleen veh Figure 5. are a graphical plot and an aecorøpanving table

of exemplary raw and filtered data samples in accordance with an embodiment of the present

5 invention.

Figure 6 is a flowchart of an exemplar) process for filtering tubing ta u i an adaptive

filter in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

Figures 7A and 7B. collectively Figure 7, are a graphical plot and an accompany ing table

of tubing data tillered with an exemplar} adaptive filter in accordance ith a embodiment of he

I present {mention.

Figure 8 a flowchart of an e\emplar> process for evaluating a sampling rate of t

obtained from a iubmg sensor in accordance \x ith an embodiment of the pres n m ention

Figure ) is a flowchart of a exemplary process for varying a rate of obtaining t

samples from a tubing sensor m accordance with a embodiment of the present venison.

15 Many aspects of the imentton can be better understood with reference to the o e

dravungs. The components in the drawings are not necessarih to scale, emphasis instead being

placed upon deads illustrating the principles of exemplar) embodiments of the present invention

Moreover, in the draw nigs, reference numerals designate like or corresponding, bui not

necessarih identical elements throughout the several \iews.

20

T AIL DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODfMENTS

The present invention supports processing information or data that describes or

characteri^.es a tubing parameter, such as pitting, all thickness, wall cracks, or some other

indication of tubing qualm or integrity Processing tubing data can enhance the uiilitv,

5 usefulness, or fUlelih of the data, for example helping determine whether a piece of tubing

r m in in for continued e ice. Thus, an oilfield service crew can make fficient accura or

sound e vaiuations of how much life, if a . remains in each joint of tubing m a string of tubing,

A method and system for processing tubing d a will now be described more fulls

her in r with reference to Figures i - which show representative bodim t of present

3 indention. Figure I depicts a workoxer rig moving tuhmg through a tubing scanner a

representative operating em ir ment for an embodiment the present im ention. Fig provides

a block diagram of a tubing scanner that monitors senses, or characterizes tubing and flexibly

processes acquired tubing data. Figures - >show Slow diagrams, along with iilusiratne data and

plots of methods related to acquiring tubing data and processing acquired data.
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The invention can be embodied in many different forms and should o be construed as

hmked to the embodiments set forth herein; rather. these embodiments are provided so that this

disclosure ilt be thorough and complete, and ill f ϊ lv coiney the scope of the unemion to

those ha ing ordinary i l in the art. Furthermore, all "examples " or "exemplary embodiments

5 given herein are intended to he non-limiting, and on others supported bv representations o f

the present im enfion

Moreover although an exemplary embodiment of the imention i described with respect

to sensing or monitoring a . tube, tubing or pipe o ng though a measurement /one adjacent

wellhead, those sksUed in the art ΛU H reeogni/e that the invention raa> be employed or utsh/ed in

.10 connection with a \ anet\ of applications in the oilfield or another operating environment.

'Fuming now to Figure I , this fi u e illustrates a sy stem 100 for se cm an oil ell 175

thai scans tubing 125 as the tubing 12 is extracted from or inserted snlo the we!! 175 according to

exemplar embodiment of the present invention

The oil ell 175 comprises a hole bored or drilled into the ground to e c an oil-beanng

5 formation. The borehole of the well 175 s encased h> a lube or pipe ϋiot explicated shown m

Figure 1). known as a "casing," that is cemented to donn-hole formations and that protects the

we!! from unwanted formation fluids and debris.

Within the casing is a tube 125 that car πes oil, gas. hydrocarbons, p role products,

and/or other formation fluids, such as water, to the surface, In operation, a sucker rod string (not

20 explicitly shown in Figure i), disposed vαihin the tube 125, forces the oil uphote Driven by

strokes from an uphole machine, such as a "roeltng" pump jack, the sucker rod moves u and

down to communicate reciprocal motion to a dcmnhole pump (not explicitly sho in Figure

With each stroke the dcm πhole pump moves oil up the tube 125 towards the wellhead

As shown in Fi ure 1, a seruee crew uses a vorkover or s see rig 146 to service the w ll

5 During the illustrated procedure the crew pulls the tubing Ϊ 25 fro the \\elL for example to

repair or replace the downhole pump. The tubing J2S comprises a string of sections, each of

which may be referred to as a "j oint - that typically range m length from to 34 feet (about 8.8

to i .3 meters). The joints screw together \ ia unions, tubing joints, or threaded connections.

Tht* crew uses the workover rig 140 to t*\trac the mhing 125 in increments or stt*ps,

3 typically t o joints per increment. The n g 140 comprises a derrick or boom 145 and a cable i

that the crew temporarily fastens to the tubiny string Ϊ 25. A mot r-dπ sen red ϊ l β drum wmch.

or block and tackle pulls the cable 105 thereby hoisting or lifting the tubing g 125 attached

thereto The crew lifts the tubing string Ϊ 25 a vertical distance that approximately equals the

height of the derrick 145, typically about sixty feet or two joints.
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.More specifically, the crew attaches the cable 105 to the tubing string 125. which i

vertically stationary during the attachment procedure. Th crew {hen li the b 125.

generally in a continuous motion, o thai two joints are extracted from the well 1 5 e ike

portion of the tubing string 125 below those hvo joints remains i the well !?S. When those two

5 joints are out of the well . the operator of the reel 110 stops the cable 105. .hereby halting

upward motion of the tubing 25. The cre then separates or unscrews the two exposed joints

from the remainder of the tubing stnng 125 that extends into the ell J7S. A clamping apparatus

grasps the tubing suing O S hile the crev\ unscrews the two exposed joints, thereby preventing

the string 125 from dropping into the v\e)! 175 v\hen those joints separate from the main string

.10 125.

The crew repeats the process oflifting and separating two-joint sections of tubing from the

\ve!l 175 ant! arranges the extracted sections in a stack of vertically disposed jo s known as a

st d of. tubing. After extracting the full tubing string 125 from the well S and servicing the

pu p the crew reverses the step-wise tube-extraction process to place the tubing string 125 back

15 m the well 175. I other ord the crew uses the rig 140 to reconstitute the tubing string 125 by

threading or "making up" each joint and incrementally lowering the tubing string 5 into the

we!! 175.

The system 100 comprises an instrumentation system for monitoring, scanning, assessing,

or evaluating the tubing 125 as the tubing 125 moves into or out of the wel! ITS. The

20 instrumentation system comprises a tubing scanner 150 that obtains information or data about the

portion f the tubing 125 that is in the scanner s sensing or measurement /one Ϊ 55. Via a ata

link 120, an encoder 115 provides the tubing scanner Ϊ5 with speed, velocity, and/or positional

information about the tube 2 That ss, the encoder 15 s mechanically linked to the reel I !0 to

determine motion ami/or position of the tubing 125 as the tubing 125 moves through the

25 measurement /one 155

As an alternate e to the illustrated encoder JIS. some other form of positional or p U

sensor can determine the derrick s block speed or the rig engine s rotational velocity in revolution

per minute RPM").. for example.

Another data link O S connects the tubing scanner ISO to a computing devic which can

3 be a laptop ( , a handheld, a persona! communication device C PDA ), a cellular stern, a

portable radio, a personal messaging system, a wireless appliance, or a stationary personal

computer ("PC " ) for example. The laptop Ϊ 30 displays data that the tubing scanner ISO has

obtained from the tubing 125 The laptop Ϊ 3 can present the tubing data graphically for

example in a trend format. The sen ice cre monitors or observes the displayed t on the
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laptop 130 to evaluate the condition o f the tubmg Ϊ 25 Th service crew can thereby grade the

tubmg according o its fitness for continued sen ice. for example.

The communication link 135 can comprise a direct hnk or a portion o f broader

communication network thai carries information among other devices or similar systems I the

5 system KM) Moreov r the communication link 1 5 can comprise a path through the In e an

intranet a private networ a telephony network an Internet protocol ("IP "'} net or packet-

switched network, a circuit -switched network, a local area network ( " LAN " ) a wκ1e area network

C'WAN a metropolitan area network "MA ) the public switched telephone network

C'PSTs\ r a wireless network, or a cellular system, for example. T lse communication link 135

i can further comprise a signal path thai is optical fiber optic wired, wireless, ir ine

wavegutded, o r satellite- based, to n e a few possibilities. Signals transmitting over the hnk 135

can cany or comes data or information digitally or \ia analog transmission. Such signals can

comprise modu ated electrical, optical microwave, radiofrequency, ultrasonic, or electromagnetic

energy among other energy forms.

15 The laptop 130 typically comprises hardware and software. That hardware may comprise

\anous computer components, such as dssk storage, disk drives, microphones, random access

memory " RAM , read only memory ("ROM"), one or more microprocessors, power supplies, a

video controller, a system bus. a display monitor, a communication interface, mpitt devices.

Further, the laptop 130 can comprise a digital controller, a m icroprocessor or some other

20 implementation of digital logic, for example.

The laptop 130 executes software that may comprise an operating system and o e or more

software modules for managing data The operating system can be the software product t

Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington sells under the registered trademark

WINDOWS, for example The data management module can store, son, and organize data and

5 can also provide a capability for graph in plott ing char ing or trending data The data

an nt module can be or comprise the software product that Microsoft Corporation sells

under the registered trademark EXCEL, for example.

one exemplary embodiment o f the present imenii αn a multitasking computer functions

the laptop 130. Multiple programs can execute in a ox eriapping iirneframe o in a manner that

3 appears concurrent or simultaneous to a human obserxer. Multitasking operation can comprise

lime slicing or timesharing, for example.

The data management module can comprise one or more computer rog ra or pieces of

computer executable code. To name a few examples, the data management module can comprise

one or more of a utility, a module or object of code, a software program, an interactive progr
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"plug-in," an "applet," a scnpt, a scri ptie an operating system, a browser, a object handler, a

standalone program, a language, a program thai s not a standalone program, a program that u a

computer a program that performs maintenance or general purpose chores, a program that ts

nc e to enable a machine or human user Io interact with daia. a program that creates or is

5 used to create another program and a program thai assists a s in ihe performance of a task such

as database interaction, word processing accounting, or file management.

Turning now to Figure 2. this figure illustrates a functional block diagram of a system 2

for scanning tubing 125 thai is being inserted into or extracted from an oil well 75 according to

a exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Thus, the system provides an exemplary

IO embodiment of the instrumentation sys shown in Figure I and discussed above, and will be

discussed as such.

Those skilled in the information-technology, computing, signal processing, sensor, or

electronics arts will recogni/e that ihe components and functions that are illustrated a individual

blocks in Figure 2. and referenced as such elsewhere herein are not necessarily well-defined

5 modules. Furthermore, the contents of each block are not necessariK positioned m one pin e l

location. In one embodiment of the present (mention, certain blocks represent virtual modules.

and the components, da a a d functions may be physically dispersed. Moreover, in some

emplar embodiments, a single physical device mav perform two or more functions that Figure

2 illustrates in two or more distinct blocks. For example, the function of the personal computer

20 can be integrated into the tubing scanner 150 to provide a unitary or commonly-housed

hardware and software element that acquires and processes data and displays processed data m

graphical form for viewing by an operator, technician, or engineer.

The tubing scanner 150 comprises a rod-wear sensor 205 a d a p tt ng sensor 255 for

determining parameters relevant to continued use of the tubing 125. The rod-wear sensor 205

25 assesses relatively large tubing defects or problems such as wall thinning. Wall thinning may be

due to physical wear or abrasion between the tubing H S and the sucker rod that is reciprocates

therein, for example. Meanwhile, the pitting sensor 255 detects or identifies smaller flaws : such

as pitting stemming from corrosion or some other form of chemical attack within the well ϊ ?5.

Those small flaws y be \ tstble to the naked eye or ay h microscopic features for example.

3 Pitting can occur on the inside surface of the tubing 12S the so-called nner diameter. " or o the

outside of the tubing Ϊ 25.

The inclusion of the rod-wear sensor 2OS and the pitting sensor 255 in the lubmg scanner

150 is intended to be illustrative rather than limiting. The tubing scanner S can comprise

another sensor or measuring apparatus that may be suited to a particular application. For
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a ple die instrumentation system 200 can comprise a collar locator, device that detects

tufamg cracks or splits, a temperature gauge, a camera, a hydrostatic tester, etc- In one exemplary

embodiment of the present imenhoa, the scanner 150 composes or JS coupled to an imemo ι>

counter, such one of the inventory counting devices disclosed in U.S. Patent Application

5 Publication Number 2004/0 1 2

tubing scanner 5 Θ also comprises a controller 250 that processes signals from the

rod - e r sensor 205 and the pitting sensor 255. The exemplary controller 256 has t o filter

modules 225. 275 thai each, as discussed in further detail belo adaptneiy or llexibh processes

sensor signals. n one exemplary embodiment, the controller 250 processes gn s according to a

i speed measurement from the encoder 115 .

The controller 250 can comprise computer, microprocessor 2 a co p ti ά \ ee,

or some other implementation of programmable or hardwired digital log . fn one exemplars

embodiment the controller 250 comprises one or more application specific i te r t circuits

("ASiCS " ) or DSP chips that perform the functions of the filters 225 275, as discussed below .

5 The filler modules 5 275 can comprise executable code stored on ROM programmable ROM

C RO M ), RAM, an optical disk, a hard dm e, magnetic media, tape, paper, o r o e other

machine readable medium.

The rod-wear sensor 205 comprises a transducer 210 thai outputs an electrical ig al

containing information about the section of tubing 125 that is in the measurement /one 155. As

20 discussed above, the transducer 210 typically responds to the flux density or flux uniformity in die

m surem n /one 155 adjacent the tube (25 Sensor electronics 220 amphry or co di o that

output signal and feed the conditioned signal to the ADC 215 The AOC 215 converts the s l

into a digital format, typically providing samples or snapshots of the wall thickness of the portion

o f the iubing S that situated m the measurement /one ISS

5 The rod-wear filter module 225 receives the samples or snapshots from the ΛDC 215 and

digitally processes those signals to facilitate machine- or human-based signal interpretation The

communication ImL 1 5 carries the digitally processed signals 230 from th rod-wear filter

module 225 Io the laptop 130 for recording and/or review by one or more members o f the service

cre . The sen ice cr can observe the processed data to lu t the suitability of the tubing

< 125 for ongoing se ice.

Similar to the rod-wear sensor 205, the puling sensor 255 comprises a pitting transducer

260. sensor electronics 270 that amplify the transducer ' s output, and an ADC S for digitizing

and/or sampling ihe amplified signal from the sensor electronics 270 Like the rod-wear filter

10
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module 225, the pitting filter module 275 digitally processes measurement samples ro h D

2(jS and outputs a signal 80 that exhibits irapro\ec! signal fidelity for display on the laptop 130

Each of the transducers 2KK 2 0 generates a stimulus and outputs a signal according to ihe

tubing ' s response to that stimulus. For e a ple one of lhe transducers 210, 26t> may generate a

5 magnetic field and detect the tubing ' s effect or distortion of that field In ne e mp ary

embodiment, the pitting transducer 2<*ϋ comprises field coils that generate the magnetic field and

l-fali effect sensors or magnetic pickup" coils that detect field strength.

In one exemplar, embodiment, one of the transducers 1 260 ma\ output ioni/tng

d tion such as gamma ras s, incident upon the tubing 125. The tubing 125 blocks or deflects a

H fraction of the radiation and llo s transmission o f another portion of the radiation. n this

pl one or both o f the transducers 2 SO, 260 composes a detector thai outputs an eleetneal

signal with a strength or amplitude that changes according to lhe number of gamma rass detected.

The detector may count individual gamma rays by outpotting a discrete signal hen a gamma ray

interacts with the defector, for example. Ultrasonic or sonic energ can also be used to probe ihe

15 tubing 125,

Processes o f exemplary embodiments of the present indention vuii now be discussed i h

reference to Figures - An exemplar} embodiment of the present invention can comprise one or

more computer programs or computer-implemented methods that impl m functions or steps

described herein and illustrated in the exemplary flowcharts, graphs, and data sets of Figures -

20 and the diagrams of Figures 1 and 2 However, it should be apparent thai there could be many

different vva\s of implementing the invention tn computer programming, and the invention should

not be construed as limited to an> one set of computer program instructions further, a skilled

programmer would be able t write such a computer program to implement tlie disclosed

intention without difficulty based on the exemplary system architectures, data tables, data plots.

5 mid flowcharts and lhe associated description in the application te\t. for example.

Therefore, disclosure a particular set o f program code instructions is not considered

necessary for an adequate understanding of how to make and use the invention. The imenme

functional^ of any claimed process, method or computer program will be explained m more

detail in the following description in conjunction with the remaining figures illustrating

3 representative functions and program How

Certain steps it) the processes described elo must naturally precede others for the

present imenuon Io function as described. Howe er the present invention is not limited to the

order of the steps described if such order or sequence does not alter the functionality of the

present (mention in an undesirable manner. That is, it is recognized that some steps mav be
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f r d before o after other steps or in parallel with other steps ho t departing from {he

scope spirit of the present invention.

Turning no to Figure 3. this two-part figure illustrates a flowchart of a process 360 for

ob ai information about tubing 125 thai i being inserted into or extracted from an oil well

5 175 according o an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. VVhOe Process 300 which

ΪS entitled Obtain Pitting Data, describes conducting a tubing evaluation using the pitting sensor

225. the underlying method can be applied to various sensors and monitoring deuces, including

the rod-wear sensor 205 shown in Figure 2 and discussed abox e .

At Step 305, the oil field service crew arrives at the \sell site with the tubing scanner 5

.10 nd he workover rig 140. The crew places the tubing scanner 150 a t the l head typically \ta a

detachable mount, and locates the derrick 145 ø\e-r the well (75. As illustrated in Figure L a

portion o f the tubing 125 ss disposed the measurement /one 155 of the tubing scanner 150,

h another portion, suspended below extends in to the well 175.

At Step 0 . the sen ice crew applies power to the tubing scanner 150 or turns it n

15 ea es the derrick 145 to begin lifting the tubing string 125 out of the well 175 in two-jomt steps

or increments.

At Step 315. the pitting sensor electronics 270 receives electrical energy from a power

source (not explicitly sho n m Figure 2 } and, m turn, supplies electrical ertsrgv to the pitting

transducer 260, The pitting transducer 260 generates a magnetic field with d u liues through the

20 wall o f the tubing 125, running generally parallel to the longitudinal axis of the tubing 125

At Step 0. the pitting transducer 260 outputs an elect πcal signal based on the tub ng

presence in the sensor s measurement /one 155. ore specifically. Hail effect sensors, magnetic

field-strength detectors, or pickup coils measure magnetic field strength at various locations near

the tubing Ϊ25 The electrical signal, which ιna> comprise multiple dsstioet g al from multiple

5 detectors, carries information about the tubing wail. More speeilkalh. the intensity of the

transducer signal correlates to the amount of pitting o f the section of the tubing 125 rhat i in the

measurement /one 155 The output signal is typically analog, imph ing that it can have or assume

an arbitrary or \ irtualh unlimited number of stales or intensity \ lues

Step 325, the pitting sensor electronics 270 receixes the analog si from the pitting

3 transducer 260 The electronics 270 conditions the signal for subsequent processing, pseaih a

appk rng amplification or gain to heighten signal intensity and/or to create a o e robust analog

signal

At Step 33O the ADC 265 recenes the conditioned analog signal from the sensor

electronics 270 and generates a corresponding digital signal. The digitization process creates a
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diguaf o r discrete stgrtal that ts typically p ese d by one or or numbers. fhe D 26S

generally operates on a time basis, for example outpulting one digital signal per second, s te n

per eco d or some other number per second or minute, such as K). 32, 64, 100. U 10,000,

etc The ADC 265 can be viewed as sampling the analog signal from the transducer 2 at a

5 sample rate. Each output signal or a pl can comprise biis transmitted o sing line o r on

multiple lines, for a pl serially or in a parallel formal

Each digital output from die ADC 265 can comprise a sample o snapshot of the

transducer nal or o f the extent of pitting of the tubing 125. Thus, the ADC provides

measurement samples ai predetermined lime inter al s on a repetitiv e or 0\ed-ume basis, for

.10 example.

in one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the AOC 5 provides

funcdonalm beyond a basic conversion of analog S g n ls solo the digital domain For example,

the ADC may handle multiple digital samples and process or average those samples to output

a burst or package of data Such a data package can comprise a snapshot or a sample of tubing

15 pitting, example.

Thus, in one exemplar} embodiment, the ADC 265 outputs a digital word at each

sampling interval, wherein each word comprises a measurement of ihe signal intensity of the

AOC analog input. As discussed below, the filter module 275 filters o r averages those words.

And i the alternative exemplar}- embodiment, the ADC Z $ not only implements ihe analog-to-

20 digital conversion, but also performs at least some processing o f the resulting digital words. Thai

processing can comprise accumulating agg egating combining, or averaging multiple digital

words and feeding the result to the filter module 275. The filter module 27 in turn, processes

ih results output from the ADCs 265, for example v adaptive filtering

A t Step 335. the pitting her module 275 o f the controller 250 receives the digital signals

5 from the ADC 2 5 and places those signal in memory, for example a short-term memory, a long-

term memory, one or more RAM registers, or a buffer As discussed above, she pitting filter

module 275 typically comprises executable instructions or software.

Thus. while the tubing 125 remains vertically stationary in the measurement /one 155 o f

{he pitting sensor 255, the AOC 265 provides a series or steam of digital samples typically

3 al ed on a recurring time-frame.

A t Step 340. the service crew raises the tubing string 125 to expose two joints or thirty-

foot ece o f tubing 12 front the well 175. The sen ice crew stops the ic motion of the

tubing I2S when the two joints are sufficiently out of the well 175 to facilitate separation of those

joints from the full tubing string 25.
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The service c e typically lifts the tubing string (25 in a continuous motion, keeping {h

tubmg siring 125 moving upward until ihe two joints have achie\ed an acceptable ht above

the wellhead. In other words, in one increment of tube ex ract on the tubing string 125 starts at

rest, progresses upward with continuous, but noi necessarily uniform or smooth, motion and ends

5 a rest. The upward motion during the increment may contain speed variations, fluctuations, or

perturbations. In each step the operator of the reel I IO may apply a different level of acceleration

o may achieve a different peak speed. The operator may increase and decrease the speed m

ramp- up/ramp-down fashion, for example.

At Step 345, the pitting sensor ADC 5 continues ouiputung digital samples to the- pitting

.10 filter module 275. Th us ihe pitting sensor 255 can output digitally formatted measurements at

regular time intervals In one exemplary embodiment, the duration of each interval can remain

fixed while the extraction speed changes and while the t b progress ceases between each

extraction increment in one exemplary embodiment, the ADC 265 continues outputting samples

whether the tubing 125 is moving or is stopped.

15 Ai Step 350. the pitting filter module 275 filters or a e ges the samples that tt receives

from the pitting ADC 265 The pilling filter module 275 can implement the filtering \ia DSF or

some other form of processing the signals from the pitting sensor 255. As will be discussed in

further detail below, the pitting filter module 275 can apply a flexible amount of filtering based on

an application of a rule or according to some other criterion. For example, the digital signals from

20 the pitting sensor 2SS can receive a level of averaging, wherein the level varies according to

tubing speed

Figures 4 and 5 respectively present a flowchart and an accompanying datasei of an

exemplary embodiment o f Step 3SiK as Process 350. which s entitled Filter Data. In the

exemplary embodiment of Figures 4 a d 5, Process 350 conducts data processing an iterative

25 manner. More specifically and as discussed in further detail below. Process 350 typically runs or

executes in parallel with and/or in coordination with certain other steps of Process JtKi. Thus,

Process 300 a voids remaining "stuck m the iteratn e loop of F g re 4 .

At Step 355. the tubing scanner 150 forwards the digitally processed tubing samples to the

laptop 130. The laptop 130 displays the data, typically in the form of one or more graphs, plots,

3 or trends, lor the sen-ice crew s observation.

Ai Step 360, a member of the cre views and interprets ihe data displayed on the laptop

130. 'H e operator, or an engineer or technician, typically grades or classifies each joint of

extracted tubing according to pitting damage wall thickness and/or another factor Ttie operator

y classify some tubing joints as unfit for continued service, while grading other sections of
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tubmg 125 as marginal, and sltJI others as having pristme condition The operator may t\

system o f color codes, for example hi one exemplar} embodiment the grading is automatic,

sutonoraous. or computer-implemented

Ai inquiry Step 365, the service crew determines whether the current extraction increment

5 completes She tubing s extraction from the well (75 More speciiicaliy. the operator may

determine if the pump attached to the bottom of the tubing siring 125 is near the wellhead. f ail

tubing joints have been removed. Process 300 ends. If tu bin 125 remains downhoie, Process 30

loops back to Step 340 d repeats Step 3-10 and the steps that follow In that case, the service

crew continues to extract tubing 125. and the tubmg scanner ISO continues to e al a e the

H extracted tubing 125

After servicing the pump and/or the ll the crew incrementally ma up" a inserts

the tubing siring 125 into the well 175 Io complete the ser\ice job. ϊn one exemplar) embodiment

of the present invention, the tubing scanner ISO scans h tubing 125 wh l inserting the tubing

125 into the ell 175. effecm eh conducting mam- of the steps of Process 00 in reverse In one

15 exemplar* embodiment of the present invention, pitting and rod-wear data is collected hile the

tubing 2 mcnes υphole, and the tubing 125 is monitored for cracks as h tubing 125 e

downhole

Turning now to Figures 4 and 5, Figure 4 illustrates a flowchart of a proc s 5 for

filtering data that characterizes tubing 125 according to an e\eropia > embodiment of the present

20 invention. Figure 5 illustrates a graphical plot 500 and an accompanying table 550 of raw data

samples SS5 and filtered data samples 560, 565 according to an exemplary enilxxhment of the

present imenlion. As discussed aixne. Figures and 5 illustrate an exemplary embodiment o f

Step 350 o f Process 300

A t Step 405. the pitting filter module 275 begins processing the digital samples 555 that it

5 recdxed a t Step 345 of Process JCH) The table 550 of figure 5 8 prcn ides simulated digital

samples 555 as an example. The pitting filter module 75 places the samples 555 in a buffer,

memorv arra or some other storage fa lm For example, a memory device ma> hold one

sample 555 per table cell or per memory,- register.

Step 4 Ϊ the encoder 11 measures the speed of the rubing Ϊ 2 and outputs the speed

3 measurement to the pitting filter module 2?S \ia the communication link 120. Thus, the p t ng

(titer module 275 has access to information about the speed of the tubing 125 throughout each

extraction increment. As discussed above, the tubing s extraction speed may fluctuate, may

chan e in an uncontrolled manner, or mav be erratic.
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At S p 4 5 {h pitting filler module 275 compares the measured tubing speed to a speed

threshold. The speed threshold can be a setting input by an operator, technician, or e ee \ia

the laptop Ϊ30 Alternatively, the e threshold can be software generated, for example derived

from a assessment of the pitting en o performance and/or responsiveness. Moreover, the

5 speed threshold can he determined empirical!) or based on a calibration procedure, a

standardisation process a rule, or some protocol or procedure.

The How of Process 350 branches at inquiry Step 420 according to whether the measured

speed is greater that the speed threshold. If the measured speed is gjeaier than the speed

thre hold then Step 425 follows Step 420. If the measured speed is not greater than the speed

.10 threshold, then Step 430 follows Step 420 After executing one of S p 4 and 425, Process 350

loops back to Step 405 and continues digitalh processing sensor samples SSS Step 4 applies

greater level of filtering or a\eragi αg than Step 425 applies

Thus, at lower speeds the pitting filter module 275 applies more filtering than it applies at

higher speeds in other words, the pitting filter module 275 applies greater s ooth i g or

15 a ra in in response to a tubing speed decrease or in response to the u i speed dropping

below a threshold or a limit.

As discussed above- Process 300 typically executes Step S without waiting for the flow

of Process 350 to exit the iterative loop shown in Figure 4 For example. Process 350 may run in

the background, with Process 300 obtaining output from Process SO on an as-needed basis.

20 Moreover, Process 300 may stop and start Process 350, as Step 350, for example causing Process

JSI) to perform a predetermined number of iterative cycles or halting its execution after achieving

o e computational result.

In an alternative exemplars- embodiment of the present invention. Step 42 is adapted,

retain e to the version illustrated on Figure 4, to compare the current speed to a band or a range of

25 speeds. If the current speed is abo\ø the band, then Step 425 follows Step 420 as a fir filtering

mode If me current speed is below the band, then. Step 430 follows Step 425 a a second

filtering mode ϊ f the current speed is within the band then Process 350 selects another step (not

explicitly illustrated in the flowchart of Figure 4 ) as a third filtering mode.

ϊn one e bodi ent that ihird fihering mode may alternatively pro ide a level of filtering

3 somewhere between the filtering of the first mode and the filtering of the second mode. The third

filtering mode can also comprise a refined filtering approach or a user-selected level of filtering.

for example

The third fihering mode may alternatively comprise the last filtering mode used prior to

the speed entering the band. In other ords the speed band has an upper speed threshold at the
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top of the band and a lower speed threshold at the bottom of the band If the current speed i

greater t an {he up\ speed threshold, the filter module 275 applies the first filtering mode If the

current speed then drops he the upper speed threshold wuhoui failing below the Sower speed

threshold, the filler module 2?S continues applying the t Ottering mode. f the current speed

5 then drops below the loner threshold (from within ihe band), the filler module 275 applies e

second filtering mode U the speed then increases back into the band, the filter module 275

continues applying the second filtering mods until the speed increases above the hand. Thus, m

this embodi ent the tiller module 275 can be uewed using de d hand" a criterion for

selecting a tillering mode or state.

.10 Referring now to ihe flowchart Figure -L at Step 425. which executes in response to the

t b speed be above the speed threshold, the pitting filter module 5 applies a first level of

filtering or a\eraging Io the ra data 555. tn one exemplary embodiment, the digital s g

processing of Step 425 comprises averaging a number "NT of the samples The number N

mav be set to one or t o for example,

15 For example, as ho n n the table 550 of Figure 5B. the pitting filter module 275 can

a era tχ o of the samples SS5 usmg the compulation or equation shown edi tely be o In

this computation "FS denotes the current filtered sample 560. S denotes the current raw

sarøple 555. and "SM denotes the ra sample 555 acquired immediate!} before the current raw

sample 555,

20 . ( - J 2

As shown tn the plot SfO of the level-one-filtered data samples 560, the level-one filtering

suppresses or smoothes some of the peaks present m the ra data plot 505, ile retaining the

ra data plot s general structure.

If the tubing 125 is mov ing rapidly, lo filtering or no filtering may be appropriate The

5 motion f ihe tubing through the measurement /one 155 can, itself, smooth ihe data 555 In other

vxo rds in many circums ances spikes present in raw data 555 obtained from a fast-moving tubing

H B can be attributable to \ahd tubmg conditions, may be of interest to the operator, and may bear

on grading the tubing 125

At Step 430, which Process 350 executes in response to the tubing speed being below the

3 speed threshold, the pitting Alter module 275 applies a second, higher le\el of filtering or

averaging to the raw data SSS. In one exemplary embodiment, the digital signal processing of

Step 430 comprises eraging a number "M" of the .samples 555, wherein M is greater than N (

> N). The number "M" may be set to three, for example.
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For a ple a sh n in the table 55(J of Figure 5B, the pitting filter module 275 c

ver g three of the samples 555 using the following computation

i'S, (S S , ι S 3

The symbols o f h s equation follow the sa conventions of the equation of Step 425.

5 discussed abov e . As shown in the plot SIS of he leveS-two-fiitered data samples $65. the level-

ΛVO filtering further suppresses or smoothes the peaks present in the raw data plot SOS.

With the tubing string J25 moving very slowly or stopped level-two suppression can

suppress high-frequency components of the raw data 555. Such spikes could be attributed io

noise, an extraneous effect, or some influence that is not directly related to grading the tubing 125.

.10 .In e embodiment o f the present invention. Process 350 apphes a third level of suppression .hen

the tubing string 125 is stopped. That third level can further smooth signal spikes, for example by

setting .M to Ihe. en or twenty.

Process 350 m y be viewed as an exemplary method for changing the filtering in response

to a speed e nt or a noise exem. While Process provides two discrete levels of filtering,

5 other exemplary embodiments may implement more filtering levels, such as three, ten. one

hundred, etc. hi one exemplary embodiment, the number of levels is large enough to approximate

continuity, to be continuous;, or to provide an essentially unlimited number of levels.

in one exemplary embodiment Process 350 can b iewed as a rule-based method for

digitally processing Signals, Moreover. Process 350 can be viewed as a method for filtering the

20 output of the pitting sensor 2S5 using two tillering modes, wherein a specific o e is selected

based on an event related to Signal integrity, fidelity, noise, or quality.

In one exemplary embodiment of the present rmention, the motion of the tube 125

o ide a first Uttering or signal averaging, and the pitting filter module 27S provides &second

filtering or signal averaging. Thus, the total filtering is the aggregate or net of the first filtering

25 and the second filtering. Λ computer-based process can adjust that second filtering to offset or

compensate for changes in the first filtering due o speed ri ations ϊn response to the computer

adjustments of the second filtering, the net filtering may remain relatively constant or uniform

despite fluctuations in tubing speed.

ϊn one exemplar) embodiment, the tubing scanner ISO flexibly filters sensor signals while

3 the signals are i the analog domain. For example, the pitting sensor electromcs 27 can

compose an adaptive filter that applies a variable amount of analog filtering to analog signals

from the pitting transducer . That is. the sensor electronics 270 can process the analog pitting

signal using a time constant that is set according to encoder input speed- noise, or some other
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criterion, rul or parameter Accordingly, adaptive filtering can occur exclusively in the digital

domain exclusively m the analog domain or n both the analog and the digital domain.

Turning now to Figures 6 and 7, Figure ( >illustrates a flowchart of a process 6 } for

filtering tubing data SSS using a adaptive filter according to an xe pl r . embodiment of the

5 present invention Figure ? illustrates a graphical plot 700 and an accompanying t le 750 of ra

tubing data 555 a d adaptnelv filtered tubing data 760 765 according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present im ention.

Although Process 600, which is entitled Weighted A e ge Filtering, will be discussed

with exemplary reference to the pitting sensor 255. the method applicable to the rod-wear

.10 sensor 205 or to some other s ns g dev ice that monitors tubing.

in one e\emplar> embodiment of the present invention. Process 600 c e unpiemenfed

s Step 350 of Process 300, discussed abox e and illustrated m Figure That is. Process 360 can

execute Process 600 as an alternative to executing Process 350 as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5

and discussed above

15 Process 600 outputs filtered i l samples 5 760. 765 that are each a weighted

composite of four signal samples ?55

At Step 60S. the pitting filter module 275 computes a current processed sample 565 as

weighted a rage of a present or current sample and three earlier samples. 'That ts. the output is

based on the most recently acquired sample and the three immediately-preceding samples

20 wherein three is an exemplary rather than restrictive number of samples

For example, the pitting filter module 275 can apply the follow trig compulation to the r

data as a basis for generating each filtered sample output FS 565 in a series of outputs 565-

M *. 0J3-S, 0.33 . S . 0M*S,

In i equation, FS denotes the current filtered sample. S," denotes the current r

5 sample 555, and S,. " "Sy, " and S " denote the three samples 555 that arrive in series at the

pitting filter module 2?S in advance of the current sample 555. Figure 5A, discussed above,

provides plot 515 and a data table S65 of the results of this equation. In other ords the

compulation of Step 430 of Process 350 pro \ ides an equivalent computation to the compulation of

Step 605 of Process 600

3 t Step 610, the pitting filter module 2 uses the computation of Step 605 to produce a

predetermined or a selected number of outputs such as ten or one hu dr d for example. Process

600 can implement Step 610 by iterating Slep 605 a fi ed number of limes or for a fixed amount

of time. In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Process 600 iterates Step 60S
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until a event occurs; until the signal h bit a predetermined character stic such s a frequency

eonient: or until a signal processing objectne, such as a stabilization criterion, is t

Al Step 615. the encoder 115 determines the tubing speed and forwards that speed to ihe

pilling filter module 275.

5 inquiry Step 620. the p i filter module 275 applies a rule to the tubing speed,

specifically determining whether the speed has increased, decreas d or r ai e steady, for

example for a period of time. The peπod of time can comprise a i e time, a configurable e

or an amount of li e that varies according to a rule.

Determining vxhefher the speed remains steady can comprise determining whether the

H speed remains within a speed region or a band of acceptable speeds. That ΪS. the determination of

inqusn Step 620 can be based on whether the actual speed is between two l ls or thresholds.

The determination of Step 620 can further comprise evaluating whether the pe d s uniform.

constant, consistent, smooth, or within a band of normalcy, for example

if ihe speed is steady, as determined at Step 620, Process 600 iterates Steps 5 610. 615.

15 and 620 thereby using, or continuing to use, the equation of Step 605 to i al! process

incoming sensor samples.

Jf the pitting filter module 275 determines thai the speed has decreased rather than

remained constant then Process 600 executes Step 625 following Step 620. At Step 625. ihe

filtering module 225 applies a filtering computation to the raw data 555 that increases the weight

20 of older samples 5SS or that includes a contribution of older samples 5 For example, ihe

pitting filter module 275 may use the following computation

FS 1 0 4*.% O.3*S, i 0 2*S O S 1

The results 765 of this equation are tabulated in table 750 and presented gπφ hicaih via

ihe irace 715 (arbitrarik labeled "Level 4 Filtering " ) of the plot 700. The s> mboSs of ibis

5 equation folkm the same notalional com enlions of Ihe equation of Slep 60S, discussed sbox e

A Step 630, the pitting filter module 275 generates multiple filtered output mp e 7 5

using the computation of Step 625 The number of generated samples can be ten, fifty, one

hundred, or one thousand, for example. Process 600 can iterate Step 625 achieve Step 0

The number of iterations can be based on time, output, or a number of cscles In one exemplary

3 e bod e t of the present invention. Process 600 iterates Step 625 until an e en occurs, until the

filtered signal exhibits a predetermined characteristic, such as a frequency content, or until

meeting a signal processing objecth e, such as a stabilization criterion.

Following Step 630. Process 600 loops back to Step 615 to check the tubing speed and to

inquire, at Step 620, whether the tubing speed is increasing, decreasing, or remaining constant,
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If h pitting filter module 275 determines, at Step 620, that ihe tubing speed i increasing

rather than decreasing or remaining constant, then Step 5 follows St p 620 At Step 63S, the

pitting filter module 275 increases the contribution o f the more recent samples 5SS m the filtering

computation. For example, the pitting filler module 275 might apply the following computation

5 to the raw dam samples 555;

S 0 <S'*.% 0.2"S ; O0*S - 0 0*.%.:

The row 7 0 of the table 750 pro\ides a representative output of this computation using

the r sensor data 555. The trace 710, arbitrarily labeled Le e 3 Filtering " h s the filtered

data in graphical form. This computation follows the a e symbolic notation o f the

.10 eq o of Steps 605 and 625. which are discussed above.

At Step 640, the pitting (liter module 275 applies the computation o f Step 635 to the

incoming data samples 555, executing a t each n data element 555, to generate the Ottered

output samples 0 The pitting filter module 27S can generate either a fixed or a flexible number

o f filtered samples 7 0 such as ten. øft> , one hundred, tea h ousand etc. Process 00 can repeat

15 or tteramefy execute Step 635 to achieve Step 640, The number o f iterations can be based on

time o r a number of cycle*. J one exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Process 600

repeats Step 635 until an event occurs, or until the filtered signal exhibits predetermined

characteristic, such as a frequency content or until meeting a signal processing objective, such as

a stabilization criterion.

20 Following the execution o f Step 640. Process 600 loops back to Step 615, obtains a fresh

speed measurement executes inquiry Step 620 to determine whether a speed change event has

occurred, and proceeds accordingly.

Turning now to Figure , this figure illustrates a io chart of a process S00 for evaluating

a sampling rate o f data obtained from a tubing sensor according to an exemplary embodiment o f

25 the present im ention. The tubing sensor can be the tubing scanner Ϊ.50, the pining sensor 255. the

rod-wear sensor 205, a collar locator- an inventory counter, an imaging apparatus, or some other

momtonng or evaluating device or detection system, for example.

Process SOO, which is entitled Assess Speed, will be described in the exemplars' situation

of the controller 250 performing certain of the method steps. Ho e e , in an alternative

3 embodiment, software executing on the laptop (30 implements various steps o f Process SCK).

Moreover the instrumentation system 200, which comprises the laptop 130 and the

controller 2SO. can perform Process 800 as an adj unct com ple ment or supplement to the adaptive

filtering o f Process 50 or Process 600. A l e rnati ely. the instrumentation system C can

perform Process SOO. or a similar process, as an alternative to performing Process or Process
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6(KK Process SOO can proceed with or without h filter modules 225, 275 performing digital

signal processing tasks.

Al Step S an engineer or some other person, tests the y te 200 on various tubes to

identify the tubing scanner ' s performance characteristics at various tubing speeds. Test pieces o f

5 tubing can ha\e assorted defects, pits cracks, and rod-wear conditions that are repr a ti o f

real -\vαri<! situations. h t is. the tubing scanner 150 ca be characterized by scanning standard

pieces o f iubmg J25 that have well-defined defects. The testing can comprise moving tubes each

at known stage of deteriora tion at various speeds though the measurement < >ne ϊ of the

tubing scanner J50.

.10 The en e r uses the empirical results of those t to speci , define, or establish

sampling threshold for operating the tubing scanner 150 That the engineer specifies

mini mum number o f samples per unit length o f tubing J 25 that the tubing scanner 156 should

acquire to obtain reliable or imerprelable data. The engineer may also use the testing as a basis to

specify tubing speed limit, for example.

15 Al Step SIO, the controller 250 determines the actual sampling rale of the ADC 265 and

the ADC 1S Thai is, during a routine service call, as illustrated i Figure 1 and discussed sbo\ e

the controller 2S determines the data sampling rate or data capture rate of the tubing scanner 200

The controller 25 may obtain this information b> polling the ADCs 2 1 265, or by measuring

the passage of time between incoming samples, for example. The units of the sampling rate may

20 b "samples per second," for example.

At Step S, die encoder 115 measures the speed and provides the speed measurement to

the controller 250.

At Step S20, the controller 250 determines the number o f acquired samples that the ADCs

215. 265 are supplying on a length basis. That s the controller 250 computes, based on the time

25 between each sample and the speed o f the tubing 125, how many samples that the tubing scanner

Ϊ 50 is producing in a given length o f tubing 125.

Software executing on the controller 250 can compute the number of samples per meter of

tubing as the sample rate (in samples per second) dnidsd by the tubing speed (in meters per

second). Thus, the controller 250 might employ the following equation to evaluate whether the

3 tubing scanner ISO generating a sufficient or adequate number of data samples per unit length

o f tubing:

no. of samples par meter - (no. of amp s per sec) (tubing speed m meters per sccj

At inquiry Step 825, the controller 2SO determines whether the actual, computed sampling

rate is greater than the sampling threshold specified at Step SOS. ϊ f the actual sampling rate s
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gr r than she thr shold then at Step $2:\ Process 800 loops to Step 810 Thereafter. Process

( co es monitoring the sampling rale to evaluate whether an adequate number of samples

are being obtained from the tubing 25

f the ADCs 215. 265 operate at a fixed sampling rate, then inquiry Step $25 can be

5 xi se s s e g whether the tubing speed is n ή hin a range of acceptability.

It at Step 2 the controller 250 determines that the tubing scanner i αbuiming an

insufficient number of samples of the tubing 125, then execution of Step follows Step 825

At Step S30. the controller 250 takes corrective action to the under sampling condition. The

controller 2SO c alert the operator of the reel 110 to SIQΛ do n fn one exemplars embodiment

i the controller 250 automatical!) slows the rotational speed of the reel 110, for example via a

feedback loop.

fn one exemplars embodiment, the controller 250 may snstmet the s ic crew to lower

one or more sections of the tubing 125 back into ihe well 17£v for example to re-scan a section

front which an insufficient number of samples have been collected Altematneh . the crew ma>

15 elect to physically mark a section of the tubing 125 that has been identified as being associated

with data of suspect alitv . fn one exemplary embodiment, the controller 250 sends notification

to the laptop 130 that certain data is questionable or may not be reliable. The laptop IJO can m k

the suspect data as potentially unreliable and can present a label on a graph of the data to highlight

am suspect data. Moreover, a graphing capabilit . such as nro\ided by the data management

20 module discussed above, of ihe laptop 150 may overlay a confidence indicator upon the graphical

data The outlay may indicate the relative or absolute confidence of arious portions of the

graph according to the sampling rat

In one exemplars- embodiment of the present in ention, the controller 250 sends a

feedback signal to the ADCs 215. 265 upon an occurrence of a sa plin rate incursion. That i

5 the controller 250 notifies the ΛDOs 215. 265 to increase their respective sampling rates if a

section of iubing 125 is under sampled The controller 2 0 can also increase tht* sampling rate of

the ADC's 215. 265 if the number of samples per unit length is trending towards an unacceptable

xalue

Following Step 830, Process SOO ends. Process SOO can be ie d s a method for taking

3 corrective- action if the tubmg scanner (SO fads to collect an adequate or sufficient number of

measurement samples from a section o f the tubing 125.

Turning now to Figure 9. this figure illustrates a Ro s chart of a process 00 for varying a

rate of obtaining data samples from a tubing sensor according to an exemplars- embodiment of the

present indention. Process 00 winch s entitled Van- Sample Rate, illustrates a method through

23
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ch h tubing scanner can adjust a a of sample acquisition based o n a rule or

application of a criterion.

Al Step 905. an engineer specifies a target a pl ng rate on a length basts. As discussed

above, the engineer can conduct testing to evaluate the number of samples thai the tubing scanner

5 I S should collect from each unit length of the tubing 12 to ensure adequate data representation

The analysis can proceed according o the principles of the Nyquist Theorem. In

accordance with that theore the sampling should be greater than the Nyquist rale to avoid

aliasing. I other words, the tubing 125 should be sampled at a frequency h is at least huce the

frequency of any variation in the tubing 125 thai may be relevant to evaluating or grading the

.10 tubing 125

For example, if the tubing scanner ISO is to rehabh detect tubing l variations that are

one millimeter in length and larger. then the minimum acceptable sampling rate might be

specified as two samples per millimeter.

Moreover, the engineer may specifv a band or range of acceptable sampling rates, here

15 fates abtne or below the specified band are unacceptable. The sampling rale criterion c be

based upon sensor resolution, for example to provide data \uth adequate resolution to discern

. tur relative to a quality assessment

At Step 910. the controller 25 or a software program executing thereon, computes the

actual sampling rate on a length basis according to the tune span between each sample and the

20 speed of the tubing 125. The computation can proceed as discussed above with reference to Step

2 of Process 0 for example.

At inquiry Step 915, the controller 250 compares the actual length-based sampling rate,

determined at Step 9 ) to the specifications defined at Step 905. Step 15 branches the How of

Process β according to whether the actual sampling rate is above, belo or within a range of

25 acceptable values

If die sampling rate is with the acceptable range then Process 900 avoids altering the

sampling rate and, \ia iterating Steps 910 and 915. continues monitoring the sampling rate to

ensure thai it remains within the acceptable range.

ϊ f the sampling rate is too low, then Process 900 executes Step At Step h

3 controller 2SO transmits a signal or command to either or both of the ADCs 215. 265. In response

to thai signal or command the signaled ADC 215, 265 increases the sampling ra e typically by

shortening the time between each sample acquisition.

If the controller 2SO determines that the sampling rate is too high at Step 15 thai

execution of Step 925 follows execution of Step 915. At Step 915. the controller 250 signals the
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appropriate ADCs 215. 265 to decrease the sampling rats? on a time ba "fhat ts, or both of

the ADCs 2 1 265 l g h the time between each sample. One motivation to avoid an

excessively high sampling rate s to convene mor computer pr ces g resources;, or

communication ba dt of ihe a pled data

5 Following execution of either of Steps 920 and 925, Process X)O loops back to Sit*p 910

an continues monitoring the sampling rate to ensure compliance with specifications or operating

parameters

In u m ry an exemplary embodiment of the pr e t in ention can help proxide

information and/or operating conditions thai aid m assessing whether piece of tubing Ϊ 25 is fa

I for continued oil Held sen, tee.

From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that an embodiment of the- present tmeoten

øxereomes the limitations of the prior ari. Those sidled in the art will appreciate that the present

invention is not limited to am specifically discussed application and that ihe embodiments

described herein are illustrate e and not restπ cthe From the description of the exempian

15 embodiments, equi\aients of the elements shown therein will suygest themsehes Io those skilled

in the art. and ways of constructing other embodiments of the present invention wn"! suggest

themsehes to practi ϋoners of the art Therefore, ihe scope of the present invention is to be

jimiied onh bv anv ciairas that ιτιav follow
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What is claimed is-

1. A method for evaluating tubing segments entering or being removed from a well,

comprising.

scanning the tubing segments with a tubing scanner, said scanner comprising at

least one sensor said sensor producing a digital signal;

storing and analyzing said digital signal;

subjecting said signal to a transform process to produce a transformed signal;

displaying the transformed signal;

evaluating the transformed signal; and

assigning a grade to the tubing segments based upon the transformed signal.

2. The method of cl i ! wherein the transform includes a weighted average

tillering process.

3 . The method of claim ! further comprising comparing the displayed transformed

signal to a tubing segment calibration data set

4 . The method of claim 1 wherein the scanner includes wall thickness sensor a

rod-wear sensor, a collar locating sensor, a crack imaging sensor, or a pitting sensor, or a

cømbination thereof.

5 . A method for evaluating tubing segments entering or being removed from a e

compri ing

scanning a tubing segment with a sensor, said sensor selected from a rod-wear

sensor or a pitting sensor, said sensor producing signal related to rod-wear or pitting,

performing a first filtering process on the sensor signal to produce a conditioned

signal;

transmitting the conditioned signal to a computing device;

analyzing said conditioned signal with the computing device and performing a

second tittering process to produce a filtered signal;

displaying and evaluating the filtered signal; and

grading the tubing segment according to the filtered signal.

26
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6 The method of claim 5 wherein the second Filtering process includes a smoothing

or averaging process.

7 . The method of claim 5 further comprising determining the speed at which the

tubing s being scanned and correlating the conditioned signal with positional data for the

tubing segment

8 . The method of claim 7 wherein the second filtering process applies greater

smoothing or averaging based upon the scan rate

0 The method of claim 5 further comprising converting the c signal i h an

analog to digital converter.

HX The method of claim 9 wherein said second filtering process includes

accumulating, aggregating, combing or averaging the conditioned signal

11 The method of claim 5 wherein the filtered signal is evaluated by the operator.

12 The method of claim 5 wherein the filtered signal is compared against i\ standard

or calibration data set for tubing segments

13 . The method of claim S further comprising repeating the steps for an entire

driilstring.

14 An apparatus for evaluating tubing segments entering or being removed from a

w l comprising-

a tubing scanner comprising at least one sensor;

an encoder for determining positional data relating to the tubing segments,

a. computing device, said computing device communicating electronically with

said tubing scanner and said encoder, wherein said computing device includes a digital

signal processing module; and

a computer display.

15 The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said tubing scanner includes a wall thickness

sensor, rod-wear sensor, a collar locating sensor, a crack imaging sensor, or a pitting

sensor.
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!6 The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said computing device includes a digital signal

processing module, said module transforming data by filtering, smoothing or averaging

&aid dais.

17 The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the tubing scanner includes a rod- wear sensor

ami a pitting sensor.

The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the tubing scanner is adapted o be connected

to a wellhead.

28
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